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ABSTRACT 

The asymmetric energy PEP n B Factory proposed as an upgrade of PEP at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
icquiies bodi a powerful low emillance souice of e~t* and a very reliable and efficient injection system. The SLC 
linac fulfills the source requirement very well. We describe here uwof)umizauon of the optics of the injection straight 
to insure reliable and efficient injection. 

l . OVERVIEW 

The power of the SLC linac, as a source for both elec
trons and positrons, was demonstrated in the conceptual 
design report (CDR) [1] (also see Table 1)- A brief 
overview of the whole injection system is given in 
Reference [2]. Figure 1 is a schematic of the system. 
One can divide the injection system into two main 
pans. The first is the extraction of e~e* from the linac 
and their bypass lines leading to and matching into the 
existing NIT and SIT lines used in PEP. The second is 
the injection straight, its optics and various components 
required for injection and matching into the main rings 
(HER. LER). The latter is the subject of this paper. 

Figure 2 is a schematic of the injection straight. It illus
trates the paths of the circulating and injected beams 
during injection. 

The injected beam downstream of the end of NIT/SIT 
passes through a thin window which separates the high 
vacuum of the B Factory rings from the lower vacuum 
sufficient for the injection line and the linac. It 
approaches the Lambertson septum in a plane parallel 
to the horizontal (x-i) plane of the ring and makes an 
angle of=11 mrad with the z-axis. Il is bent horizontally 
by the Lambertson into the vertical (y-t) plane of the 
circulating beam. The first half of the central split quad 
bends it down and the current sheet septum corrects its 
angle such that it exits the septum parallel to the central 
trajectory of the circulating beam. The second half of 
the split quad causes it to execute betatron oscillations 
around die circulating beam. 

TABLE 1. 
Selected B factory injection paramctm. 

Betni energy 
High-energy ring (HER) 
Low-wagyring(LER) 

»[ndfe.'g-i0](GeV] 
3.1 [range: 2*-i][GeV] 

Bam current 
High-energy ring (HER) 
Low-energy iing (LER) 

1.48/6777 [A/IO'V] 
2.14/979? [A/10 1 0 e + ] 

Particles per bunch 
High-energy ring (HER) 4 . i [ i o 1 0 r ] 
Low-energy ring (LER) r.9[10 1 ( > e + ] 

Linac repetition rate 60orl20[ppf] 
Linac current 0.4-2 [ I 0 M e i » i l s e ] i 
Invariant Ihuc enuomce 5ilO-5[miKl] 
Normi) filling lime 

Tgpping-ocT(8O.100%) 3 [ruin] 
Filling lime (0-100*) 6 [mm] 

Revctouon period 7.336 his] 
Harmonic number 3492 
Numta of bunches'' 1746-S*=I658 
Vertical (temping lime 

HER 38 [ « ] 
LER, with wigglers 37 [ns] 
LER, without wigglers 68 [ras] 

Nominal beam emitunce 
HER, horizontal/vertical 48/1.9 [nnwad]e 
LER.Dorizoaal/renical 96/3.8 [urmd]c 

"Assuming75* filling efficiency and lilO1 0panicles/ 
pube during filling 0-100%, 5x10* during topping. 
The SLC iwiunery delivers 2 i x l 0 5 0 e * per unac pulse, 
kftr filling, the rings are divided into nine equal zones. 
A 5 * gap leaves one zone partially unfilled 
%rtnonralized, or geometrical, value* 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the B Factory e* injection sys
tem, based on use of the SLC linac with bypass lines. 
The numbers along the linac indicate the location (not 
to scale) of each sector. Each of die 30 sectors is 100 m 
long. 
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Figure 2. Schematic of injection straight. Paths of both 
circulating and injected beam are shown in the vertical 
plane during injection. 

The main optics consists of 5 quads forming a -J nans-
former with minor symmetry around the center of the 
middle split quad. The circulating beam is bumped 
nearer to the current sheet septum using two identical 
kickers in mirror symmetry and 180s apart in phase, 
insuring a dosed kick, and two pairs of DC magnets. 
The total bump needed is shared almost equally 
between the kickers and the DC magnets. In addition to 
reducing the kick required from the kickers, the closed 
bump produced by the DC magnets can change the 
angle of the circulating beam at the injection point- A 
proper choice of this angle can reduce the deflection 
required from the current sheet septum considerably. 

2. OPTIMIZATION 

To achieve reliability and efficiency, we used the expe
rience gained with PEP I injection and made compara
tive studies of several possible injection schemes. The 
main features of (be final scheme are listed below, each 
with a brief description of its advantages. 

• Vertical injection: This reduces the parasitic 
crossing forces [3] acting on the injected beam 
which can lead to its blowup and loss. In addi
tion, the absence of dispersion in the vertical 
plane eliminates energy related displacement 
in the arcs that can cause the off energy parti
cles of the injected beam to miss the masks 
protecting the detector during injection. 

• Conservative beam stay dear (BSC) for the cir
culating beam such that the injection straight 
does not restrict the dynamic acceptance of the 
main rings. We used the worst case fully-cou
pled emittance for calculating the beam a, and 
the following BSr. -.: 
0 i. 12cr+ 5 mm >r stored beam 
0 SlOaaftertheDCbump 
v 2 ocrafter the toul bump (DC + kickers) 

• Maximum phase spc :e available for injection: 
The current sheet septum is thin (1 mm) and is 
placed inside the main vacuum, which avoids 
phase space losses resulting from the septum 
and beam pipe wall thicknesses. 

• Minimum chromatic e: eels: The chromatic 
tunc- tions [4] 

are minimized at the point of injection so that 
the phase ellipses for different momenta are 
made to overlap sufficiently to accept off-
momentum injected particles (see Figure 3(a) 
and (b)J. The effect of the uncorrected chro
matic functions A and B which is illustrated in 
Figure 3(b) can be understood qualitatively as 
follows: a determines the orientation of the 
ellipse in the phase space plane, and oy, oy , 
are proportional to fiy l/{Jfy, respectively. 
Hence P affects the shape of the ellipse. 
Changes in a and J9 with momentum lead to a 
rotation of the phase space ellipse and a 
change in its shape. 

• Minimum emittance growth due to multiple 
scattering at the window mentioned above: 
Multiple scattering contributes to o y ; there
fore the optics of the injection line is arranged 
such that the phase ellipse at the window is 
upright and/3 is small (small oy, large cyX p 
is controlled after the window to give the opti
mum p value at the injection septum. 
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Figure 3. (a) Phase space diagram of injection accep
tance for HER after chromatic correction, (b) Phase 
space diagram of injection acceptance for HER before 
chromatic correction. 

Low kicker voltages and low currents required 
for the current sheet septa: Both of these fea
tures increase the reliability of these compo
nents—particularly the kickers, which should 
track very well, insuring a closed bump. The 
tracking is further insured by driving the two 
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Figure 4. Schematic of the kickers drive 

identical kickers in parallel from a single 
switch, as shown in Fig. 4. The critically 
damped circuits of the two kickers can be eas
ily tuned for "identical" pulse shapes under 
typical running conditions. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

•Chromatic corrections are) crucial for obtaining an ade
quate injection phase space. 
- Low kickers voltage and septa currents 

improve the reliability and reduce the fre
quency of maintenance; hence they increase 
the injection efficiency. 

• Multiple scattering can increase the ernittance 
of the injected beam substantially, resulting in 
injection efficiency loss; its effects should be 
minimized. 

• Good kicker tracking is important, particu
larly for the case of multibunch operation. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily slate or reflect those of the 
United Slates Government or any agency thereof. 
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